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Abstract. Artificial neural networks have been used to investigate their capabilities at estimating key parameters for the characterisation of flow processes, based on electrical capacitance-sensed tomographic (ECT) data. The estimations of the parameters are done directly, without recourse to tomographic images. The parameters of interest include component height and interface orientation of two-component flows, and component fractions of two-component and three-component flows. Separate multi-layer perceptron networks were trained with patterns consisting of pairs of simulated ECT data and the corresponding component heights, interface orientations and component fractions. The networks were then tested with patterns consisting of unlearned simulated ECT data of various flows and, with real ECT data of gas-water flows. The neural systems provided estimations having mean absolute errors of less than 1% for oil and water heights and fractions; and less than \(10^\circ\) for interface orientations. When tested with real plant ECT data, the mean absolute errors were less than 4% for water height, less than \(15^\circ\) for gas-water interface orientation and less than 3% for water fraction, respectively. The results demonstrate the feasibility of the application of artificial neural networks for flow process parameter estimations based upon tomography data.
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1. Introduction

The application of electrical capacitance tomography (ECT) systems for quantitative measurement purposes in a range of processes is well established due to its non-invasive and non-hazardous properties [1–4]. Systems have mainly centred upon the approximate solution of the inverse problem of tomographic image reconstruction. In many laboratory-targeted demonstrations, the resulting images of the process in operation are the end-point. For real plant and process use, however, interpretations are required to relate the internal process information to typical process reference frames.

The Linear Back-Projection (LBP) algorithm [5], the most commonly used image reconstruction algorithm for ECT, is computationally simple, but suffers from the soft-field effect, smearing sharp transitions between materials of differing dielectric constant. The effect becomes severe when large differences in the material permittivity constants are involved. As a result, the reconstructed images produced are distorted, thus flow process parameter estimations based on the images are typically inaccurate [6].
More sophisticated reconstruction methods have been proposed to reduce or eliminate the smearing effects in reconstructed images. Examples are the iterative LBP algorithm [7], the algebraic reconstruction algorithm [8] and the model-based reconstruction algorithm [9-10]. Nevertheless, these algorithms are not normally preferred, usually because the reconstruction speed is too slow relative to the real-time needs of the process, or because the gains in image quality are marginal. Although the problem of reconstruction speed is diminishing as processing speeds increase, the use of these algorithms will not be preferable until a satisfactory real-time reconstruction speed is achieved.

Research in capacitance-sensed tomographic image reconstruction has also focussed upon the neural computation approach. A number of pilot investigations have developed artificial neural networks (ANNs) [11-12] for image reconstruction [13-19]. The approach has been shown to produce improved reconstructed images, and thus more accurate parameter estimations than the conventional methods.

In many cases, estimation of key process parameters is of more interest than the estimation of images. For example, in flow processes, characterisation is likely to be based upon component fraction and interface state. Hence some research effort has been channelled toward direct methods of process interpretation that do not include image reconstruction. In this role such solutions are expected to be more efficient and cost effective than conventional techniques.

A number of direct techniques, based on electrical capacitance tomography, have incorporated the use of ANNs for flow process parameter estimation. Duggan and York investigated a RAM-based neural network model to directly estimate the component fraction of oil in gas-oil flows [13-14]. Williams and York also used the RAM-based neural network, implemented in specialised hardware, to also determine the component fraction of oil in gas-oil flows [18]. Initial investigations by Mohamad Saleh et al. have revealed the capability of multi-layer feed-forward neural networks in direct component fraction estimations of oil in gas-oil flows, water in gas-water flows and, and oil and water in gas-oil-water flows [20]. This paper summarises key results to offer a comprehensive view and extend these in detail to provide fuller dynamic model estimation such as interface height and orientation. The composite data is intended to offer comprehensive support for multi-component flow studies.

The robustness demonstrated by ANNs, in direct flow component fraction estimation, has motivated the use of a similar approach for the estimation of other flow parameters. In this paper we discuss the use of ANNs for direct estimations of oil height in gas-oil flows, water height in gas-water flows, gas-oil interface orientation, and gas-water interface orientation. This offers new possibilities for component fraction estimation in dynamically evolving flows. Novel techniques are presented for component fraction estimation of two-component as well as three-component flows using the neural network approach based on ECT data. The results obtained reveal the robustness of the ANN system for direct component fraction estimation of two-component (typically two-phase) and three-component flows (for example comprising oil, water and gas; sometimes called three-phase flows). Figure 1 illustrates the flow parameters of interest. As shown the height is the depth of the liquid component normal to its nominal interface. For high flow rates the interface can be expected to be very mobile.

**Figure 1.** Flow process parameters involving component height \((h)\), interface orientation \((\theta)\), and component fraction \((f)\).
2. Development of the estimation system

Three stages are involved in the development of the proposed system; (i) ECT dataset collection and pre-processing, (ii) ANN training and (iii) ANN testing, or verification.

Simulated ECT data was used for a number of reasons. Actual plant data for complex flow regimes is extremely difficult to generate in the reliable and repeatable manner required. Also a specific plant and ECT system will inevitably include some asymmetry and specific noise. This may result in the over-training of the ANN to characteristics of the specific plant. In contrast the aim in this work was a generic training process, independent of a particular plant. The use of simulation data also provides much more variety than could have been obtained with the practical constraints of laboratory-based exercise. Simulated ECT data were obtained using a simulator, developed at the University of Leeds, based on a two-dimensional finite-element method [21].

As shown in figure 2, the simulator takes the relative permittivity of each component, together with the flow geometry involved in the flow process, to calculate the corresponding raw ECT measurements. At the same time, the actual flow process parameters (component heights, interface orientation and component fractions) of materials for the particular flow process are calculated.

Raw ECT measurements are passed to a pre-processor, which transforms the data into orthogonal components, using the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method [22]. For the purpose of this investigation, raw ECT measurements corresponding to various flow regimes including stratified, annular and bubble flow were collected. In addition to simulated data, real plant ECT data were also obtained through colleagues in the Virtual Centre for Industrial Process Tomography (VCIPT).

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of simulation and pre-processing of ECT data.

As illustrated in figure 3, training patterns, consisting of pairs of uncorrelated ECT data obtained from the orthogonal dataset and the corresponding flow parameter value, are used to train an MLP. The training procedure was based on a variant of the Back Propagation algorithm, known as the Bayesian Regularisation algorithm [23-24]. During each training cycle, the uncorrelated ECT measurements, as the inputs to the MLP, are used together with the MLP’s weight values to obtain an estimated output parameter value. The difference between the MLP-estimated and the actual flow parameter values is back-propogated into the MLP to update the network’s weights for use in the next training cycle. The process is repeated until the MLP has reached a satisfactory performance.

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of MLP training procedure.

Eight separate MLPs were trained for the different flow process parameter estimation tasks tabulated below. Four of the MLPs noted below relate to component fraction estimation, and four to interface height and orientation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MLP</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MLP_1</td>
<td>Oil height estimation of gas-oil flows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP_2</td>
<td>Gas-oil interface orientation estimation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP_3</td>
<td>Water height estimation of gas-water flows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP_4</td>
<td>Gas-water interface orientation estimation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP_5</td>
<td>Oil fraction estimation of gas-oil flows</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Once the training processes were completed, the MLPs were tested with a set of (unlearnt) simulated ECT measurements. The ECT measurements were first pre-processed, using the PCA technique, before being passed to the developed MLPs, designed to estimate the flow process parameter values. The performances of the MLPs were measured in terms of their mean absolute test errors, based on the set of test patterns used.

Those MLPs that were trained with association to gas-water flows (MLP_3, MLP_4 and MLP_6) were also tested with sets of real plant ECT measurements of gas-water flows. These include measurements based on static and dynamic flows.

The static tests were carried out on a small capped pipe section equipped with Perspex end plates with calibration scales. This could be filled to given level to provide a physical simulation of a stratified flow. Physical simulations of annular and bubbles flows were provided by using tubes that could be inserted at a given position in the cross-section.

The sensor electrodes in this static physical simulation did not correspond exactly to the simulation parameters used for training. Since these differences can be expected to appear only as subtle changes in the electric field, it is complex to quantify them, except through the trial. A background aim of this investigation was to test the extent to which the ‘generic’ simulation-trained network is useful in interpreting data from the same class of ECT sensor, even where the detailed parameters of electrode arrangements differ. Here the term “same class” implies the same number of electrodes, and the same topology. For example, 12-electrode and circular topology ECT sensors were used in all tests reviewed in this paper. Thus the static trial sensor provides an opportunity to explore this capability, albeit in a qualitative manner in this work.

The dynamic tests were carried out on a flow loop and restricted to gas/water flow. Once again the available sensor did not have exactly the same physical arrangement as either, the simulation parameters, or, the static physical simulation sensor, providing a further opportunity to test the generic interpretation capability.

In this case, however, independent instrumentation was not available to measure the actual flow parameters. Although a video camera was installed on the experimental rig, it was positioned on the side of the pipe. Hence, images reconstructed by the MLPs could only be compared to the actual video images at the corresponding time reference for a general verification of the MLPs’ performance. These tests are intended to illustrate the system in actual dynamic use rather than building upon the quantitative aspects of the investigation.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Simulated ECT data

Figure 4 shows the oil heights of gas-oil flows as estimated by MLP_1 with reference to the actual oil heights. It can be seen from the graph that the point estimations of oil height lie on, or close to, the $x = y$ line. The linear regression coefficient of the plot in figure 4 is 1, demonstrating the capability of MLP_1 to
directly and accurately determine oil heights from gas-oil flows without recourse to reconstructed images.

**Figure 4.** MLP_1 estimations of oil height with reference to actual height values of gas-oil flows.

Figure 5 shows the results of gas-oil interface orientations, as estimated by MLP_2, with reference to the actual interface orientation values. It can be seen that the MLP’s estimations are quite close to the actual interface orientation values. The linear regression coefficient of the plot is again 1. This demonstrates the feasibility of the MLP estimator for direct interface orientation estimations from gas-oil flows.

**Figure 5.** MLP_2 estimations of gas-oil interface orientation with reference to actual orientations.

MLP_3’s estimations of water heights in comparison to the actual water height values are shown in figure 6. The regression coefficient of the plots is 1, demonstrating the capability of the MLP for estimating water heights from gas-water flows.

**Figure 6.** MLP_3 estimations of water height with reference to actual height values of gas-water flows.

Figure 7 shows the results of gas-water interface orientations, as estimated by MLP_4, versus the actual interface orientations. The regression coefficient of the plot is 0.98. The smallest and largest estimation errors are 0.01° and 98°, respectively. Most of the largest errors occur when estimating the interface orientation of annular flows, which have the value of 1 (i.e. corresponding to 360°) for annular flows, bubble flows and for the pipe when full of water. This is because MLP_4 has difficulty in mapping different trends of capacitance measurements to the same output value. Despite this limitation, the mean absolute test error produced is rather small.

For component fraction estimation, MLP_5 produced a mean absolute error of 0.32%±0.01% for oil fraction estimation, from gas-oil flows, when tested with a set of simulated test patterns.

MLP_6 produced a mean absolute test error of about 0.7%±0.6% for water fraction estimations from gas-water flows.

**Figure 7.** MLP_4 estimations of gas-water interface orientation with reference to actual orientations.

Figure 8 and figure 9 present the results of the oil and water fractions from gas-oil-water flows as estimated by MLP_7 and MLP_8, respectively, with reference to the actual fraction values. The mean absolute errors with their standard deviations for oil and water fraction estimations are 0.85%±0.7% and 0.72%±0.6%, respectively. The results revealed that it was easier for an MLP to estimate water fractions than oil fractions, from gas-oil-water flows. This is because the raw capacitance measurements were calibrated (or normalised) based on the material with the highest and lowest permittivity values, in this case water and gas, respectively. Consequently, the normalised capacitance measurements are the most dominant when the sensing area is filled with water. Thus it is easier for the MLP to learn and map the data
associated to water than to the data associated to oil. Even though the errors produced for oil fraction estimations are larger than for water, they are rather small, suggesting that MLPs are good at estimating individual material fraction values from three-component flows. The results demonstrate that an ECT system, incorporating the ANN, can be a useful means of extracting three-component flow parameters.

**Figure 8.** MLP_7 estimations of oil fractions from various regimes of gas-oil-water flows in comparison to actual fraction values.

**Figure 9.** MLP_8 estimations of water fractions from various regimes of gas-oil-water flows in comparison to actual fraction values.

Further analysis of the results reveals that the MLPs estimate parameters of stratified flows more accurately than bubble and annular flows. This is due to the larger number of stratified flow patterns used for network training compared to bubble and annular flow patterns. The fact that fewer bubble and annular flow patterns than stratified are used in the training data set is because of the limited number of patterns that can be generated from these regimes.

### 3.2 Real plant ECT data for static gas-water flows

These trials were carried out on data obtained using the capped pipe section and ECT sensor described in Section 2.

Figure 10 shows the MLP_3 estimations with reference to the actual water heights for different flow regimes. It can be seen in the figure that the estimation of water height for a full pipe (one) offers good accuracy. The estimation of water height for an empty (zero) pipe also offers good accuracy (not shown in the figure). This is because MLP_3 has been trained with capacitance values corresponding to these flow patterns. The mean absolute test errors produced by MLP_3 for water height estimations are 2%±0.2%, 4%±0.14% and 5%±0.14% for stratified, bubble and annular flow patterns, respectively.

**Figure 10.** MLP_3 estimations of water heights in comparison to actual height values for patterns of stratified, bubble and annular flow regimes.

The results of gas-water interface orientation estimations produced by MLP_4 are shown graphically in figure 11. The mean values of absolute error for the estimations are 7.3°, 4.3° and 28.5° with variance values of 0.2°, 0.03° and 0.4° for stratified, bubble and annular flows, respectively. Most of the interface orientation estimation errors for stratified and bubble flow patterns are smaller than those of annular flows. The largest error is about 36.5°, produced when estimating the interface orientation of an annular flow. The large mean error, in the interface orientation estimations of annular flows, is likely to be due to the network confusion that arises because the same interface orientation value (of one) is used for a pipe that is full of water, and for all annular flow patterns during network training. Another factor that contributes to the larger estimation errors in annular flows is the fact that only limited number of annular flow patterns can be generated and used to train the MLP estimators, in comparison to stratified and bubble flow patterns.

**Figure 11.** MLP_4 estimations of gas-oil interface orientations with reference to actual orientation values for patterns of stratified, bubble and annular flow regimes.
Figure 12 shows the results of MLP_6 estimation of water fractions from gas-water flows with reference to the actual fraction values for stratified, bubble and annular flow regimes. It can be seen that most of MLP_6 estimations, of water fraction from stratified flows, correspond well to the actual values. The mean absolute error for the estimations is about 1.3%, with a variance of 0.02% for stratified flows; 3.6% with a variance of 0.05% for bubble flows; and 2.5% with a variance of 0.1% for annular flows. These results are similar to those for the cases of water height and gas-water interface orientation estimation; in that they show that the MLP is better at estimating water fractions of stratified flows, than bubble and annular flows. The explanation of these findings is the same as that of water height and interface orientation estimations.

**Figure 12.** MLP_6 estimations of water fractions with reference to actual water fraction values for patterns of stratified, bubble and annular flow regimes.

For all the three flow parameter estimations, the MLP estimation errors are larger when tested with the real plant ECT data reviewed here, than with the simulation reviewed in section 3.1 above.

This is likely to be due partly to specific electronic noise present in ECT measurements from a particular sensor. Also, as noted in Section 2, the ECT sensor does not have the same parameters as the simulation used for training, although assessing the difference will be complex as this must be studied in terms of the effect on the electric field generated for a particular object configuration. Hence the relative performance does provide an indication of the value of the simulation training in ‘generic’ interpretation, for a given class of ECT sensor. Of course the MLP performance could be expected to have been improved had it been trained with the specific noisy data-sets from the actual ECT sensor.

### 3.3 Real plant ECT data for dynamic gas–water flows

These trials were carried out on data obtained using the flow loop and ECT sensor described in section 2.

The images in figure 13 show some of the results for flow parameter estimations based on these dynamic gas-water flows. The images on the left are video clips of the gas-water flows at a known time synchronised with data collection. This figure is intended to be qualitative only, its major aspect being in the interpreted data of the right hand column.

**Figure 13.** A comparison between the actual flow and the MLPs’ estimations of water height, gas-water orientation and water fraction of dynamic gas-water flows.

Figure 14 provides an enlarged view of one flow condition, frame (f), to illustrate how the estimated level can be verified from the synchronised video frame. Lines have been added to this figure 14 to highlight the stratified level.

**Figure 14.** Enlarged view of one frame (f) to show how estimates of stratified level may be verified from synchronised video frame.
The right column shows cross-sectional images of the pipe, generated simply from MLPs’ estimations of water height and gas-water interface orientation. The vertical calibration line on the left of each image is a reference for the water fraction. The bar column shown indicates the water fraction as estimated by MLP_6.

The generated images of figure 13(a), (b) and (c) show increasing water level, and these agree with the corresponding video frames.

A plug of water rushing through the pipe is depicted in the video frame of figure 13(d). The corresponding generated image (d) shows an increase in the water level and fraction, and a sudden change in the interface orientation value. The video frames of Figure 13(e) to (h) show decreasing water level, and these agree with the generated images.

The generated images demonstrate that an ANN estimation system is able to give sensible flow parameter estimation values for dynamic flows.

As in the case of the static trials reviewed in Section 3.2, the system performs well in this ‘generic’ interpretation mode; where training has not employed the actual data from the ECT sensor, and which differs from the parameters used in the training simulation. Typically errors are increased by about 1%. As above, it is likely that performance would be improved if such a system specific training were employed.

The direct estimation of flow parameters for 1000 gas-water flow patterns takes an average of about 44s on a 64MHz stand-alone PC when computed in sequence. This means that the software ANN algorithm takes an average of about 44ms to estimate the component height, interface orientation and component fraction of each flow pattern (corresponding to about 1ms on a current 2GHz computer assuming a linear speedup). The use of dedicated neural computing hardware could provide parallel execution in the ANN and reduce the processing time further.

4. Conclusions

The research concentrated on the development and application of ANN methods and investigated its suitability at estimating process flow parameters: component height, interface orientation, and component fraction. The experimental results demonstrated the feasibility of applying ANN methods for flow parameter estimation without recourse to image reconstruction. The developed ANN estimation system has been robust at determining component heights and interface orientations of two-component flows and component fractions of two-component and three-component flows. Among the advantages offered by the system are fast response, direct process flow parameter estimations, tolerance to instrumentation noise and capability in dealing with multi-component flows. The system also demonstrates its ‘generic’ interpretation capability, where the actual ECT sensor is of the same class but its measurement data has not been used in ANN training.
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